
Rylstone – Vain / Moon Boulders            

Main Vain Block  

This is the first obvious boulder reached when walking above the crag about 100m beyond the Cross. 

Sparsely documented in the current guides so all known lines and variants included here. 

       

1 Vanity Left (SDS)  F6b+  The tiny finger crimp gives the starting holds then use the arete and 

crescent to its left. Can be done without the crescent at the same grade. 

2 Vanity Left (Standing Start)  F5+  Just using the arete and the crescent and a bit of nifty footwork. 

The tall may reach higher holds on the left but this defeats the object and reduces the grade  

3 Vanity Right  F5+  From a lowish start climb the arete on its right side. 

4 Vanity Pocket  F6a  Climb the wall just right of the arete using a small shallow pocket on the right 

and fancy footwork. 

5 Vain Wall  F5  More or less direct up the centre of the wall via the diagonal crease.  

6 Vanity Fair  F4 The easiest line up the wall. No holds barred. 

7 Main Vain  F6c From a sit-down start under the left edge of the overlap swing right to shallow 

pockets and flakes then pull through and trend left up the scrittly slab.  

7a Main Vain Arete  F6a  SDS as for Main Vain but then pull through directly onto the upper arete 

and keep going. 

8 Main Vain Direct F6c SDS under the centre of the overhang and pull through to join the original. 

9 Heinous Veinous  F6a Just right of Main Vain Direct are two opposing flakes in the 2nd bulge. Use 

these to reach a third short flake on the left and a precarious pull-over and spicy finish up the slab. 

10 You’re so Vain  F4  Gain the shelf from the right and pad up the right side of the slab.  

11 OJ’s Wall  F3 A short easy angled slab on the western side of the block. 



Two Moons Boulder 

This Excellent and clean boulder is easily recognisable on the walk between the Cross and the Main 

Edge. It is about 100m East of Vain Boulder and its main wall faces west. There are only two lines 

described in previous guides. 

 

 

1  Moon Landing  F5+ Left side of the North Face – Try to effect a stylish landing on top! 

2  The Dark Side of the Moon  F5 A long reach or a jump for some. 

3  Lunar Arete Left  F4+ Nice moves up the left side of the rib.  

4  Lunar Arete Right  F4+ Even nicer moves up the right side, finish direct.  

5  Two Moons  F4+ Link the big low pocket with the bucket on top. 

6   Apollo 13  F6a+?  Thin moves up the left side of the crack. 

7  Io  F3  Right side of crack and big pocket. 

8  Callisto F3+ centre of the right wall. 

9  Ganymede  F3 Right side of right wall. 

10  Moonwalk  F5  A low traverse avoiding the big pocket on Io.  

 

 


